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Editor’s notes:

1. The posting has apparently since been removed.

2. “Guangxi faguan li zhaoyang quanshen shanghen liqi si kanshuosuo [Guangxi judge suffers

sudden death mysteriously in detention center, scarring on body],”China Court Net, April 21,

2007, http://www.chinacourt.org/html/article/200704/21/243548.shtml.

3. “Jailed China judge dies of ‘adult sudden death syndrome,’“ Reuters,May 1, 2007, http://

www.stuff.co.nz/stuff/sundaystartimes/auckland/4043617a6468.html; “ South China judge

not beaten to death while in detention: investigators,”Xinhua News Agency,May 1, 2007,

http://english.people.com.cn/200705/01/eng20070501_371141.html. .

FOUR SHORT POEMS BY DONGHAI YIXIAO

“To Put it Bluntly”

At the moment of Shakyamuni’s Awakening,

With one finger toward heaven, one finger toward earth,

He spake in a loud voice:

In the heavens above & on earth below

I alone am perfect.

Master Yunmen says,

“Had I been there,

I would have clubbed him to death and fed him to the dogs

—In quest of universal peace.”

“Untitled”

It’s a fine thing, sure, to soar on high.

But those who can go up must be able to come down.

Who climbs a peak should return to the plain:

That’s the real feat.

It’s a fine thing, sure, to soar on high.

But if a mind exalted like the moon among pale clouds

Bears still some scent of clay, or whiff of hearth,

Is that not more marvelous?

Rendered into English by A.E. Clark

The original Chinese poems were posted on the Peacehall

Web site, http://boxun.com/hero/2007/donghai/85_1.shtml.

“An Extraordinary Esteem”

Surveillance and monitoring

Secret watchers in the highest state of alert

Even armed force & prison bars . . .

What is sometimes thereby expressed is an extraordinary

Esteem.

“Waving a Big Stick”

Waving a big stick,

Crushing everything in sight . . .

I wonder, in ten more years,

Will any hearts still know how to bleed?

Howmany heads

Will still feel

Pain?




